
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

The Mobile Locker Co., National Leader in Event Storage Solutions,
Announces Engagement with Two Top NFL Stadiums

 
Fans at both Gillette and AT&T Stadium will be able to safely store belongings using an industry-leading,

professional solution as the Patriots and Cowboys welcome fans this season
 
BOSTON (October 5, 2020) – The Mobile Locker Co., the national leader in storage solutions for events,
today announced its engagement to provide onsite storage services for two marquee NFL venues – Gillette
Stadium in Foxboro, Massachusetts and AT&T Stadium in Dallas, Texas. The two venues will utilize The
Mobile Locker Co. to help provide the safest possible environment for spectators to store belongings as fans
return to live sporting events this fall.
 
Since 2014, The Mobile Locker Co.’s custom locker trucks and mobile bag check operations have delivered
event organizers a turnkey solution for the storage of spectators’ bags and other items not permitted into
venues. The Boston-based startup has proven its reliability by supporting security teams to uphold safety
policies at events of all sizes, including NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL and MLS venues, as well as NCAA football,
PGA TOUR golf tournaments, runDisney events and large-scale concerts and festivals. This is the first year
that Mobile Locker Co. has supplied services for Gillette Stadium, while it has worked with AT&T Stadium
since 2019.
 
“We are incredibly excited to continue our partnership with these two amazing venues, offering both fans and
event staff with a safe, sanitary and convenient way to secure valuables on game day,” said Molly O’Connor,
Founder and CEO of The Mobile Locker Co. “As fans begin returning to venues, we strive to provide a
simple, yet effective solution for our event clients and a positive storage experience for their attendees.”
 
The Mobile Locker Co. concept originated from O’Connor’s experience as a runner at races, where she
found onsite storage options far less than ideal. To improve this, she founded the company to offer a solution
that made life easier for event organizers and attendees. In the six years since launching, the demand for
secure, convenient storage has soared as venues rapidly increased their limitations to what patrons can
bring into venues. The Mobile Locker Co. seized the opportunity to increase its service area to the full East
Coast and then doubling its truck fleet to expand to the Mid-Atlantic, South, Southwest, Midwest and West
Coast to become the largest mobile locker service in the U.S.
 
Along with providing convenience, The Mobile Locker Co. offers a safe solution for both venues and fans as
spectators return amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. The company has rolled out a three-prong approach to
safety that will include rigorous cleaning and sanitation of all internal and external exposure points at each
venue, ensuring mask wearing and mirroring of COVID venue guidelines and a seamless contactless
process for customer, athletes and stadium officials. Flexible to venue and local government guidelines, The
Mobile Locker Co. adapts its onsite safety measures to meet and exceed the regulations for each of its
clients.
 
“It is our goal to ease the burden for our partners by offering a convenient solution that provides attendees
with the best possible event experience through peace of mind knowing that their belongings are safe and
secure,” O’Connor added.
 
The Mobile Locker Company prides itself on being able to offer customizable service options to
independently fill the specific needs of its clients. To learn more about The Mobile Locker Co., please
visit TheMobileLockerCo.com.

https://www.themobilelockerco.com/
http://themobilelockerco.com/


 
About The Mobile Locker Co.
The Mobile Locker Co. is the leading event storage solution company in the U.S. Servicing thousands of
spectator and competitive events since 2014, The Mobile Locker Co. offers expert event storage
management to both customer and venue. Utilizing a fleet of trucks and efficient storage system, The Mobile
Locker Co. is a proven solution for clients of all sizes, including NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL and MLS venues, as
well as NCAA football, PGA TOUR golf tournaments, Spartan Races, runDisney events and large-scale
concerts and festivals. For more information and to secure storage services for an upcoming event,
visit TheMobileLockerCo.com.
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